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PURPOSE. To determine the value of topographic spectral-domain optical coherence
tomography (SD-OCT) imaging features assessed after macular hole repair surgery in
predicting visual acuity (VA) outcomes.

METHODS. An automated algorithm was developed to topographically outline and quantify
area, extent, and location of defects in the ellipsoid zone (EZ) band and inner retina layers in
SD-OCT scans. We analyzed the correlation of these values with VA in longitudinal
observations from 35 patients who underwent successful macular hole surgery, in their first
observation after surgery (within 2 months), and in a single observation within 6 to 12
months after surgery. Image features assessed at the first visit after surgery were also
investigated as possible predictors of future VA improvement.

RESULTS. Significant correlation with longitudinal VA was found for the extent, circularity, and
ratio of defects in EZ band at the fovea and parafoveal regions. The ratio of defects in EZ band
at the fovea, temporal-inner, and inferior-inner macula regions showed significant strong
correlation with VA within 6 to 12 months post surgery. Patients with worse vision outcome
at such time also had a significantly higher rate of inner retinal defects in the superior-outer
region in their first postsurgery observation.

CONCLUSIONS. A lowering extent of EZ band defects in the foveal and parafoveal regions is a
good indicator of postsurgery VA recovery. Attention should also be given to postsurgical
alterations in the inner retina, as patients with more extensive atrophic changes appear to
have slower or worse VA recovery despite closure of the macular hole.

Keywords: macular hole, image analysis, optical coherence tomography, vision recovery,
postsurgery

Understanding the healing process after surgery for closure
of macular holes (MHs) may provide insight into maximiz-

ing surgical success and predicting visual acuity (VA) outcomes.
Spectral-domain optical coherence tomography (SD-OCT) is a
widely used noninvasive, medical imaging technique to provide
in vivo high resolution, cross-sectional three-dimensional
images of the retina,1–5 allowing ophthalmologists to identify
and quantify macular abnormalities in various vitreoretinal
diseases such as MHs,6 providing valuable information before7

and after MH surgery,8 or to even assist intraoperatively.9,10

Advances in SD-OCT instrumentation and image analysis
methods have led to the development of numerous automated
intraretinal segmentation methods, both in commercial sys-
tems11 or by research groups,12–20 and tools to quantify
macular disease progression.21 However, analysis of postoper-
ative SD-OCT data in MH patients has not moved significantly
beyond the manual annotation of defects in a single two-
dimensional horizontal-scan through the foveal center.22 This
manual assessment has two fundamental issues: The largest
width of a defect may lie in an oblique axis,6 making

measurements in horizontal-scans unreliable, and the lack of
standardized measuring criteria adds an element of subjectivity
when judging margins,22 leading to potential ambiguity.

These issues may be the cause of ambiguity between
previous reports studying the association of the integrity of the
photoreceptor ellipsoid zone (EZ) band or the external limiting
membrane (ELM)22–30 with VA in surgically anatomically closed
MHs. While some studies demonstrated statistically significant
correlation of VA with the diameter and area of EZ band
defects,22–26 others reported no such correlation and gave
more importance to defects involving the ELM.27–29 Another
study did not find correlation of VA with either EZ band or ELM
defects at times later than 6 months after surgery, but instead
found correlation with the cone outer segment tips (COST)
line.30

Findings predicting potential restoration of VA in surgically
closed MHs have also not been sufficiently clarified. A study
showed that a higher diameter of EZ band defects measured at
3 months after surgery was associated with poorer VA at 12
months,31 while others found such association not to be
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significant, but found that less extensive ELM defects measured
shortly after surgery may indicate a higher chance of vision
restoration at 626 or 12 months.28

Defects in the inner retinal layers, such as the nerve fiber
layer (NFL), the ganglion cell complex (GCL), or the inner
plexiform layer (IPL), mainly occurring in the temporal region,
have also been reported and associated to lower visual
function.32 Postsurgical inner retina defects, mainly caused
by inner limiting membrane (ILM) peeling during the surgical
procedure33 or by dye toxicity during intraoperative stain-
ing32,34 can be observed in SD-OCT images as localized dips in
the ILM boundary translating in isolated regions of inner retina
(IR) thinning23,28,34,35 with higher incidence in the supero-
temporal region.36 However, such chronically persisting
defects33 have not correlated with VA23,28 and an association
with poorer vision recovery has also not been observed.28 This
lack of association may be due to the limitations mentioned
previously.

Topographic measurements of postoperative defects in SD-
OCT-derived en face images have been shown to be more
reliable, with greater correlation with VA than when measured
in cross-sectional images,22 and a robust automated method
would eliminate subjective judgment. We have developed
automated methods to quantify defects in the EZ band and the
inner retina by extracting a set of image features related to
defect topographic extent and location. We examined the
correlation of these imaging features with VA in postoperative
MH longitudinal SD-OCT scans, eliminating any subjective
judgment and ambiguities derived from making measurements
manually in cross-sectional scans.

METHODS

Study Data Set

This study used data from 35 patients who underwent surgical
repair in a single eye (45.71% right eyes) after being diagnosed
with stage III or stage IV MH by funduscopic and SD-OCT
examination. These patients were collected consecutively from
those who had surgery performed by one vitreoretinal surgeon
(TL), also had a healthy fellow eye, and attained anatomical
closure of the MH 1 month after surgery on funduscopic and
SD-OCT examination. No other exclusion criteria were
considered. The research was approved by the institutional
Human Subjects Committee and followed the tenets of the
Declaration of Helsinki. All surgeries were performed by 25-
gauge 3-port pars plana vitrectomy. After the vitreous was
removed, the ILM was stained with indocyanine green (2.5 mg/
mL in 5% dextrose water) for 20 seconds. End-grasping ILM
forceps were used to elevate and peel the ILM from the macula
and around the MH. A gas endotamponade (14% C3F8 or 18%
SF6) was used in all cases, and 10 days of face-down
positioning was prescribed.

We collected each patient’s preoperative VA and the
macular SD-OCT scans and VA examinations from both the
surgical and nonsurgical healthy fellow eye (acting as control)
at each clinic visit after surgery was performed. Patients were
followed for an average time of 14.01 months.

All SD-OCT scans were acquired as part of standard
institutional protocol at the Byers Eye Institute at Stanford
with a Cirrus HD-OCT instrument (Carl Zeiss Meditec, Inc.,
Dublin, CA, USA), in the form of volumes with dimensions of 6
(horizontal) 3 6 (vertical) 3 2 (axial) mm, with 512 3 128 3
1024 voxels (three-dimensional pixel), respectively. The raw
data produced by the SD-OCT instrument were imported into
the vendor’s proprietary software for analysis and reconstruc-
tion (Cirrus Research Browser, version 6.2.0.3) and later
exported as files describing the reflectivity measured at each

voxel location with 8-bit precision (limitation imposed by the
system manufacturer). All following data processing was
carried out using Matlab (The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA,
USA).

Computation of Topographic Maps From SD-OCT
Images

The axial location of the ILM boundary, outer boundary of the
IPL, inner and outer boundaries of the EZ band (inner segment
and outer segment, IS and OS, respectively), and outer
boundary of the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) were
determined automatically in a pixel-by-pixel basis for all the
SD-OCT images using an intraretinal layer automated segmen-
tation method37 (de Sisternes L, et al. IOVS 2014;55:ARVO E-
Abstract 4799; Leng T, et al. IOVS 2014;55:ARVO E-Abstract
4802). The algorithm iteratively seeks to resolve the location of
continuous boundaries associated to intraretinal layers, con-
sidering intensity and gradient properties in the volumetric
data, a set of smoothness constraints and common predefined
rules: the order of appearance of the layers in the axial
direction, the gradient direction of each particular boundary,
and the known constraint that the layers do not cross each
other. Example results of this automated segmentation in scans
from the same eye acquired at three different times after
surgery are displayed in the B-scans shown in Figure 1.

We used the segmentation results to generate topographic
maps of the full retina thickness (distance from ILM to RPE),
thickness of a complex of inner retina layers called IPL þ NFL
thickness for simplicity and comprising the NFL, GCL, and IPL
(distance from ILM to outer boundary of IPL), and EZ band
thickness (distance between IS and OS boundaries), by
computing the axial differences between the boundaries at
each location in a horizontal–vertical plane. Given the
smoothness constrains imposed by the automated segmenta-
tion method, the typically very small distance between the two
boundaries defining the EZ band and the characteristic noise in
SD-OCT scans, the thickness in small regions of EZ band
damage could have higher estimated values as a result of
smoothing with nearby healthy locations. In order to mitigate
this effect, we assessed the integrity of the EZ band by also
computing additional brightness maps, generated by adding in
the axial direction the SD-OCT voxel values (previously
normalized linearly to take values from 0–1) within the two
boundaries, in a manner previously described.38–40 The result
is an en face image where the typical brightness loss
characteristic of EZ band defects can be observed.

The center of the fovea was automatically detected and set
up as the image center in order to align the thickness and
brightness in topographic maps for comparison. This center
was detected by finding the location of lowest retinal thickness
within the region of depression observed in the fovea pit. Right
eyes and left eyes were also similarly aligned to display the
superior, inferior, nasal, and temporal regions in the same
location within the topographic maps (top, and bottom, right
and left of the image, respectively).

Regions of EZ band defects were automatically segmented
considering the topographic EZ band thickness and brightness
maps, and IPL þ NFL defect regions were automatically
segmented in their corresponding thickness maps. Segmenta-
tion of defects was achieved by considering regions of
localized decrease of thickness or brightness within the maps
and by comparison to the distribution of values observed in an
age-matched healthy group. Details on the segmentation of
defects in the EZ band and the IPLþNFL complex are included
in the Appendix. Figure 1 shows examples of IPL þ NFL
thickness map and EZ band brightness maps and their
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corresponding segmented defect regions for an eye at three
different times after surgery.

EZ Band and IPL þ NFL Complex Defect Feature
Extraction

A set of 44 quantitative features, 15 describing the area, extent,
and location of defects in the EZ band and 29 describing those
in the IPL þ NFL complex, were extracted from each
corresponding defect segmentation in the topographic maps.
Table 1 contains the name and description of the features
analyzed. An example representation of the 15 features related
to EZ band defects is shown in Figure 2.

RESULTS

Qualitative Validation of Segmentation Results

The segmentation results of all SD-OCT scans were reviewed
by an expert ophthalmologist (TL) in order to verify that the
outlines produced automatically followed the appropriate
retinal boundaries. The reviewer was shown the results in
horizontal and vertical scans across the center of the fovea, as
well as in the topographic views, in a similar manner as shown
in Figure 1. The reviewer determined that all the outlines

produced by the automated method were of appropriate
quality, following closely the retinal boundaries so that no
substantial adjustments were needed.

Comparison Between Surgical Eyes and
Nonsurgical Fellow Eyes

We compared the full retina, IPLþNFL, and EZ band thickness
topographic maps obtained at the first clinic visit after surgery
(mean of 5.04 months after surgery, SD of 2.83 months) from
each surgical eye to their corresponding nonsurgical fellow eye.
Figure 3 shows the average difference at each topographic
location in this comparison. As expected, the surgical eyes have
distinctly thinner (or disrupted) EZ band in the fovea and
parafovea regions, as the photoreceptors are still partly restored
even when the MH was anatomically closed after surgery. The
IPLþNFL complex also shows evident thinning in the surgical
eyes, mainly in the temporal region and extending to the
superior and inferior regions, probably due to surgical trauma.
Full retina thickness differences mainly account for those
changes observed in the EZ band and the IPLþ NFL complex.

We compared the distribution of logMAR VA measurements
and each of the extracted features between surgical eyes and
the paired healthy nonsurgical fellow eyes (with VA of 20/40 or
better) using a mixed-effects analysis of variance (ANOVA),

FIGURE 1. Example of retinal boundary and defect segmentation results for a single eye. The first, second, and third columns display the results at
approximately 1 month, 5 months, and 17 months after surgery, respectively. The first row displays a horizontal scan across the center of the fovea
with white, magenta, light blue, and yellow markings indicating the location of the ILM, IPL, IS, and OS boundaries, respectively. The region of
blue shading between ILM and IPL and green shading around the RPE region correspond to regions of segmented IPLþNFL defects and regions of
EZ band defects, respectively. The corresponding IPLþNFL topographic thickness maps and EZ band brightness maps are displayed in the second

and third rows, respectively, together with outlines of the corresponding defect segmentation results. The red line in the topographic maps
indicates the location of the B-scan on top.
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where patient number is a random effect.41 The ANOVA P

values were corrected using a multiple hypothesis testing
analysis by estimating the false-positive discovery rate Q

values,42,43 considering all tested features. The comparison
was performed in three different ways: (1) for all the scans
acquired after surgery; (2) for a single scan from each patient
acquired within 2 months after surgery; and (3) for a single
scan from each patient acquired at the time of best VA in the
range between 6 and 12 months after surgery. Only those
patients with available OCT data at the two discrete time
intervals (number listed in Table 2) were considered in the
corresponding comparisons. The mean, SD, and Q values for

the comparison are listed in Table 2 for those features not
associated to a particular macular region and displayed in
Figure 4 for those features related to a particular macula region.
We considered Q values under 0.05 of statistical significance
(bold in Table 2, and indicated in Fig. 4).

Correlation of Extracted Features With VA in
Surgical Eyes

We computed the correlation coefficient with logMAR VA for
each of the features extracted from the surgical eyes in three
different scenarios: (1) considering all postsurgical clinic visits;
(2) considering a single measurement per patient at a scan

TABLE 1. Extracted Features Describing Defects in the EZ Band (1–15) and the IPLþ NFL Complex (16–44)

Feature

Number Feature Name Description

1 Area EZ damage Area of segmented EZ band defects in mm2.

2 Mean EZ distance Average distance from the center of the fovea to outer edges of the EZ band defects

segmented region, in mm.

3 Maximum EZ distance Distance from the center of the fovea to the furthest segmented location of EZ band

defects, in mm.

4 Circularity mean EZ region Ratio of pixels in the EZ band defect segmentation, considering those within a mean EZ

distance from the fovea center.

5 Circularity extended EZ region Ratio of pixels in the EZ band defect segmentation, considering those within a maximum

EZ distance from the fovea center.

6 Eccentricity Eccentricity value of the EZ band defect segmented region.

7–15 Ratio EZ defects at nine ETDRS

regions*

Area of the EZ band defect segmentation within each ETDRS region divided by the total

area of the region.

16 Ratio IPL þ NFL defects whole

macula

Ratio of defect pixels in the IPL þ NFL defect segmentation, considering those within 3

mm from the fovea center.

17 Number of IPL þ NFL defects

whole macula

Number of separated IPL þ NFL segmented defect regions throughout the whole macula

(eight-connected neighborhood).

18–26 Ratio IPL þ NFL defects at nine

ETDRS regions*

Area of IPL þ NFL band defect segmentation within each ETDRS region divided by the

total area of the region.

27–35 Number of IPL þ NFL defects at

nine ETDRS regions

Number of separated IPL þ NFL segmented defect regions each ETDRS region (eight-

connected neighborhood).

36–44 Average IPL þ NFL thickness at

nine ETDRS regions

Thickness of the IPL þ NFL complex averaged throughout each ETDRS region.

* Early Treatment Diabetic Retinopathy Study (ETDRS) regions were defined as fovea, temporal-inner, inferior-inner, nasal-inner, superior-inner,
temporal-outer, inferior-outer, nasal-outer, and superior-outer, as indicated in Figure 2. The fovea was defined as a circle with a 0.5-mm radius from
the foveal center; the inner region as a ring in a 0.5- to 1.5-mm distance from the foveal center; and the outer region as a ring in a 1.5- to 3-mm
distance from the foveal center.

FIGURE 2. Representation of features describing EZ band defects. (A) Ellipsoid zone band brightness map where the outer edges of the segmented
defect are outlined in blue. The red and yellow outlines represent circles centered at the fovea with radius equal to the maximum damage distance
and the mean damage distance, respectively. (B) Corresponding rations of EZ band damage in nine defined macula regions: Fovea (Fo), temporal-
inner (TI), inferior-inner (II), nasal-inner (NI), superior-inner (SI), temporal-outer (TO), inferior-outer (IO), nasal-outer (NO), and superior-outer (SO).
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acquired within 2 months after surgery (30 patients available);
and (3) considering a single measurement per patient at a scan
acquired at the time of best VA in the range between 6 and 12
months after surgery (16 patients available). Correlation was
analyzed using a Pearson’s linear approach44 and was consid-
ered significant for P values under 0.01 testing for the
hypothesis of no correlation. Eleven of the mentioned features
(10 obtained from EZ band defect regions, one from IPLþNFL
defect regions) showed significant correlation considering the
longitudinal data, with the highest correlation values observed
for the EZ defect ratio in the fovea region (cc¼0.46) and the EZ
defect ratio in the temporal inner region (cc¼0.45). Correlation

coefficients and a graph of the significantly correlated features
against measured VA are shown in Figure A3 in the Appendix.

Overall, we found no statistically significant correlation
between the analyzed features and VA within 2 months after
surgery. However, we found statistically significant correlation
for the analysis between 6 and 12 months after surgery for five
of the EZ band defect features, with the highest correlation
coefficient observed for the ratio of damage in the temporal
inner region (cc¼ 0.9). Correlation coefficients and a graph of
the significantly correlated features against measured VA at 6 to
12 months after surgery are shown in Figure A4 in the
Appendix.

FIGURE 3. Mean differences in thickness maps between surgical eyes and their corresponding fellow nonsurgical eye at the first collected scan after
surgery. Negative values correspond to lower thickness values in surgical eyes. The first, second, and third columns correspond to total retina, IPLþ
NFL, and EZ band thickness differences, respectively.

TABLE 2. Distribution Comparison Between Surgical Eyes and Nonsurgical Fellow Eyes

Measurement

All Scans Within 2 mo After Surgery 6–12 mo After Surgery

Mean

(SD) SE

Mean

(SD) FE Q Value

Mean

(SD) SE

Mean

(SD) FE Q Value

Mean

(SD) SE

Mean

(SD) FE Q Value

Patients/scans, n 28/86 28/86 — 21/21 21/21 15/15 15/15 —

Preop. size, l 371.02 (173.78) 0 (0) — 349.19 (172.13) 0 (0) — 385.33 (164.14) 0 (0) —

VA, logMAR 0.58 (0.54) 0.09 (0.09) 0 0.86 (0.67) 0.11 (0.09) 0 0.51 (0.47) 0.08 (0.07) 0

Mo since surgery 7.65 (7.32) 7.65 (7.32) 1 1.17 (0.48) 1.17 (0.48) 1 8.98 (1.81) 8.98 (1.81) 1

Area EZ damage 2.48 (4.8) 0.36 (1.73) 0.02 4.04 (6.11) 0.44 (1.99) 0.01 2.07 (3.45) 0.89 (3.2) 0.15

Mean EZ distance 0.83 (0.68) 0.2 (0.55) 0 1.07 (0.72) 0.17 (0.62) 0 0.73 (0.72) 0.32 (0.75) 0.08

Max. EZ distance 1.23 (0.92) 0.25 (0.67) 0 1.51 (0.84) 0.19 (0.67) 0 1.1 (1.02) 0.39 (0.89) 0.03

Circ. mean EZ 0.39 (0.28) 0.03 (0.09) 0 0.6 (0.19) 0.04 (0.1) 0 0.35 (0.27) 0.04 (0.12) 0

Circ. Ext. EZ 0.23 (0.19) 0.02 (0.07) 0 0.36 (0.18) 0.03 (0.09) 0 0.2 (0.16) 0.04 (0.11) 0

Ecc. EZ damage 0.54 (0.3) 0.13 (0.3) 0 0.56 (0.19) 0.11 (0.28) 0 0.48 (0.32) 0.17 (0.35) 0.02

Ratio IPL þ NFL

defects whole macula 0.06 (0.04) 0.02 (0.02) 0 0.05 (0.05) 0.01 (0.01) 0 0.07 (0.04) 0.02 (0.02) 0

#Reg. IPL þ NFL whole

macula 97.15 (66.16) 55.35 (49.99) 0.01 78 (49.42) 54.43 (48.63) 0.13 113.4 (76.26) 50.2 (49.73) 0.01

Includes distribution comparison between surgical eyes and nonsurgical fellow eyes in features not associated to a particular macular region, for
all the collected scans, a single scan per patient acquired in the first visit within 2 months after surgery, and a single scan per patient at the time of
best VA collected between 6 and 12 months after surgery. Q values under 0.05 were considered significant and are highlighted. SE, surgical eyes; FE,
nonsurgical fellow eyes; Preop size, preoperative MH size; Circ., circularity; Ecc., eccentricity; #Reg., number of separate regions of defect.
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FIGURE 4. Mean values and comparison (Q values) between surgical eyes and nonsurgical fellow eyes in features associated to a particular macular
region, for all the collected scans (columns on the left), a single scan per patient acquired in the first visit within 2 months after surgery (columns in

the middle), and a single scan per patient at the time of best VA collected between 6 and 12 months after surgery (columns on the right). Mean
values are displayed within their associated region in the colored maps, with locations as indicated previously in Figure 2B and Figure 3. Statistically
significant Q values (<0.05) are displayed in white.
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Features as Biomarkers of VA Recovery After MH
Surgery

A set of 24 surgical eyes had SD-OCT exams within 2 months
after surgery and future available VA information, and were
classified in two groups: Eyes who substantially improved their
vision or regained a normal vision within 6 to 12 months after
surgery (16 eyes) and eyes who did not (8 eyes). Substantial
vision improvement was considered to be a regain of two lines
of vision after surgery or a 20/40 or better VA. We studied the
possible relationship between the features extracted within 2
months after surgery with future VA recovery at a later time,

evaluating the distribution differences for each feature
between the two groups (patients who later regained vision
versus those who did not), also including VA information and
preoperative MH size. Statistical significance was analyzed by
computing the multiple hypothesis testing corrected Q values
considering all tested features,42,43 testing against the hypoth-
esis of no difference. The mean and Q values for this
comparison are listed in Table 3 for features not associated to
a particular macular region and displayed in Figure 5 for
features related to a particular macula region. Only one feature,
number of IPL þ NFL damage regions in the superior outer

TABLE 3. Comparison in Features Values Collected at First Scan After Surgery

Measurement Patients With Improved VA, Mean (SD) Patients With Nonimproved VA, Mean (SD) Q Value

Patients/scans, n 16 8

Preop. size, l 396.75 (162.09) 221.13 (135.79) 0.11

VA, logMAR 0.85 (0.67) 0.83 (0.57) 0.76

Time since surgery, mo 1.14 (0.49) 1.37 (0.19) 0.41

Area EZ damage 4.02 (6.23) 5.89 (7.23) 0.64

Mean EZ distance 1.04 (0.66) 1.5 (0.84) 0.37

Max. EZ distance 1.5 (0.75) 2.14 (0.96) 0.34

Circ. mean EZ 0.6 (0.17) 0.46 (0.2) 0.34

Circ. Ext. EZ 0.36 (0.18) 0.3 (0.21) 0.60

Ecc. EZ damage 0.63 (0.18) 0.67 (0.14) 0.66

Ratio IPL þ NFL defects whole macula 0.05 (0.05) 0.06 (0.04) 0.75

#Reg. IPL þ NFL whole macula 58.81 (33.41) 120.63 (61.53) 0.07

Comparison in features values collected at first scan after surgery (within 2 months) between eyes that gained better vision in the 6- to 12-month
range after surgery and those that did not. Q values under 0.05 were considered of statistical significance. Preop size, preoperative MH size; Circ.,
circularity; Ecc., eccentricity; #Reg., number of separate regions of defect.

FIGURE 5. Mean feature values and comparison (Q values) collected at first scan after surgery (within 2 months) between eyes that gained better
vision in the 6- to 12-month range after surgery and eyes that did not. Mean feature values are displayed within their associated region in the blue-

colored maps, with locations as indicated previously in Figure 2B and Figure 3. Statistically significant Q values (<0.05) are displayed in white.
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region, was found to be statistically significant (Q value < 0.05,
highlighted in Fig. 5).

DISCUSSION

In this work, we analyzed inner retina and EZ band defect
characteristics in patients recovering from MH repair surgery
as observed in SD-OCT images. This method is advantageous
over previous studies,23–30 since automated three-dimensional
analysis allowed us to quantitatively assess the entire macula in
a topographic view, instead of in singular horizontal or vertical
cross-sectional scans where some defects would be hard to
visualize or may not even be displayed.

Our analysis revealed that eyes that recently underwent MH
repair surgery not only present defects in the EZ band, but also
show obvious damage in the inner retina layers when
compared to the nonsurgical fellow eyes. Postsurgical inner
retina thinning was more pronounced in the temporal region
(Fig. 3). The thinning ‘‘dimple’’’ in the inner retina and foveal
displacement toward the optic disc caused by surgical ILM
peeling36 might be responsible for the thinning seen in the
temporal region and slight thickening on part of the nasal and
inferior regions. Table 2 and Figure 4 demonstrate that most of
the extracted features for both the EZ band and the IPLþNFL
defect zones presented statistically significant differences
between surgical and nonsurgical fellow eyes. While differenc-
es in the EZ band features are expected as photoreceptor
recovery after surgery is a slow process, differences in the IPL
þ NFL features highlight the possible damage to the inner
retina from the surgical process. In fact, we can observe that
while some of the EZ band defect features resolve from a mean
of 1.17 months (in the column labeled as within 2 months after
surgery in Table 2 and in Fig. 4) to a mean of 8.98 months after
surgery (in the column labeled as 6–12 months after surgery in
Table 2 and in Fig. 4), the IPL þ NFL features do not recover.
This finding corroborates that surgical alterations to the inner
retina from MH repair do not rapidly recover after surgery,
agreeing with previous studies where such alterations were
observed in cross-sectional scans long after the EZ band region
had partially or completely recovered.32–36 An example of this
manifestation for a single eye can be observed in Figure 1:
While we can observe an obvious decrease of the extent of the
EZ defect region from approximately 1 month to 5 months, and
then to 17 months after surgery, no obvious decrease can be
observed for the inner retina damage regions from 1 to 5
months after surgery, and only a slight decrease can be
observed at 17 months after surgery.

We also analyzed the correlation of each of the extracted
features with VA for all postsurgical scans included in the study.
Eleven of these features presented modest to moderate
significant correlation values (P < 0.01) (Fig. A3). Stronger
association with VA was observed for the EZ defect ratio in the
fovea region (cc¼0.46) and the EZ defect ratio in the temporal
inner region (cc ¼ 0.45). These findings corroborate the
assumption that the photoreceptors in the central macula
regions are the most responsible for VA, especially those at the
fovea center.45 While such correlation also agrees with
previous work,22–26 it differs from other work, where no
correlation of EZ band defect radius with VA was detected.27–30

However, the radii measurements made by hand in these later
studies were prone to user interpretations or failure to detect
the actual length in a singular cross-section. Conversely, our
methods were automatic and able to analyze defects topo-
graphically. Considering the features related to IPL þ NFL
defects, only the number or detected separate regions in the
temporal outer region showed significant, though modest,
correlation with VA (cc¼ 0.29).

No significant correlation with VA was found when
analyzing scans within 2 months after surgery (30 patients
considered). This lack of significance may be due to the limited
number of patients considered. However, five of the extracted

features showed strong to very strong statistically significant
correlation when considering a time within 6 to 12 months
after surgery (16 patients considered), all related to defects in
the EZ band zone (Fig. A4). The strongest correlation was
observed for the ratio of damage in the temporal inner region
(cc ¼ 0.9) with the fovea and inferior inner regions also
showing high correlation (cc¼0.75 and cc¼0.7, respectively).
The maximum and the mean EZ damage distances also showed
significant correlation (with cc¼ 0.68 for both features). These
results were expected, since eyes with restored photorecep-
tors in the inner macula regions—presenting a lower ratio of
damage in such regions and lower maximum and mean EZ
defect distances—should have better vision. The findings on
EZ band damage distances also agree with a previous
publication.22 Here, we obtained a similar, but slightly higher,
correlation value than the previous work (0.68 vs. 0.62), and
also higher than in other publications considering similar time
ranges after surgery.23,24 Once again, lower correlation
observed in prior studies may be an effect of the limitations
derived from making manual annotations in single cross-
sectional images.

One of the main questions that drove this investigation was
why some patients have poor visual outcomes despite
seemingly successful surgery. We studied the relationship of
the features measured shortly after surgery (mean 1.22
months) with the degree of recovery of VA in the future
(mean 7.68 months) by analyzing the feature differences
between eyes that improved their vision and eyes that did not.
As indicated in Table 3, both groups had similar measured VA
in their exam after surgery. Macular hole size before surgery
was also similar for both groups, showing no statistically
significant differences between both groups. This lack of
statistical significance contradicts prior assumptions indicating
that larger preoperative MH sizes are a prognostic factor for
poor vision recovery,7 but may be due to a low sample size in
our study. In fact, the patients included in this work whose
vision improved presented on average larger preoperative
holes than those patients whose vision did not improve. Figure
5 shows that only the number of IPL þ NFL separate defect
regions in the superior outer region showed statistical
significant differences between the two groups, with higher
values for eyes that did not recover. A higher more extensive
rate of damage in the form of ‘‘dimples’’ in the superior outer
IPLþNFL region after surgery may be an indicator of slower or
nonexistent visual recovery, contradicting previous studies
where no predictive value of visual recovery was found for
similar inner retinal defects.28 However, previous analyses
were limited to listing those eyes where a NFL ‘‘dipping’’
defect could be seen in a cross-sectional image across the
fovea. Apart from subjective considerations when making such
annotations, defects extending to the superior quadrant, which
seem to have the most influence in future vision recovery,
were not displayed or analyzed in such cross-sectional images.

The main limitations of this work are the number of patients
analyzed and the inconsistency between clinic visits both
between the patients and within each patient. The data
presented here were collected from clinical practice, so there
was no uniform protocol directing patient clinic visits. A
prospective study coordinating patient visits after surgery for a
larger number of patients is needed and will be addressed in
future work. The automated segmentation tools also give us
the power to analyze possible defects in other layers than the
ones included in this work, an analysis that we also plan to
explore in the future.

In conclusion, this study shows that there is significant
correlation between the EZ band defect features in the fovea
and regions surrounding the fovea with postoperative VA
outcomes. In a range between 6 and 12 months after surgery,
EZ band defects located in the fovea, the temporal-inner, the
inferior-inner, the extent of those defects from the center of
the fovea, and their circularity correlated with VA. However, no
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such correlation was found in a 2-month range after surgery.
On the other hand, defects located in the inner retina, likely
attributed to ILM staining or surgical trauma, do not correlate
with the current VA. However, those patients who had a larger
number of thinning ‘‘dimples’’ in the inner retina extending to
the superior outer quadrant had worse visual outcome. In
practice, minimizing inner retina damage may be of critical
importance when evaluating different surgical techniques for
MH closure.
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APPENDIX

EZ Band Defect Segmentation

The process followed for the automated segmentation of EZ
band defect regions is outlined in Figure A1. We employed
both the EZ band thickness and EZ band brightness
topographic maps (labeled as 1 and 2 in Fig. A1, respectively)
to assess EZ band integrity, considering locations with
abnormally low thickness values or a significant decrease in
intensity throughout the brightness map.

The EZ band thickness map is compared on a pixel-by-pixel
basis to a threshold map obtained from processing a set of
healthy patients. This healthy eye set consisted of 63 SD-OCT
scans from 28 healthy eyes in 17 patients, collected to match
the age and follow-up time of the patients studied here:
Patients in the study had a mean age of 67.67 years (SD 12.71)
at the time of surgery and were observed for a mean 14.01
months; patients in the control set had a mean age of 65.18
years (SD 5.76) at the time of their first scan and were observed
for a mean 13.97 months; age differences between the two
groups showed no significant differences (t-test P value ¼
0.52). The threshold map is obtained by computing the average
�2 SD EZ band thickness values at each pixel location from the
scans in the control set, previously aligned so that the same
macular locations correspond to the same pixel locations.
Pixels with values under the threshold map are marked as
possible candidate locations of EZ band defects (thickness map
segmentation, labeled as 3 in Fig. A1).

Regions of significant decrease of brightness are determined
by analyzing a histogram of the values within the brightness
map (shown in Fig. A1). We fitted two Gaussian curves to the
distribution of such values and analyzed the statistical
significance of the differences between them via Mann-
Whitney U-test for equal medians. In case differences are
statistically significant, a threshold is established at the mean
�2 SDs from the higher-valued distribution, and values in the
brightness maps under such threshold are marked as possible
candidate locations of EZ band defects (brightness segmenta-
tion, labeled as 4 in Fig. A1). The rationale behind this method
is that in the case where no apparent decrease of reflectivity
can be observed throughout the image, the distribution of
brightness values would resemble a single Gaussian distribu-
tion, equivalent to two Gaussian curves with similar means,
while in the opposite case we expect to observe two clearly
distinguished Gaussian curves when analyzing such distribu-
tion.

FIGURE A1. Diagram of the process employed in the EZ band defect segmentation.
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Both the thickness and brightness map segmentation were
equally considered in order to generate a composite segmen-
tation, formed by regions marked on either of these maps
(labeled as 5 in Fig. A1). This composite segmentation was later
refined by image processing tools to eliminate possible
erroneously included blood vessels and noise. Particularly, we
eliminated separated regions that were outside a circle of 3 mm
radius centered at the fovea center, followed by a morpholog-
ical operation of opening with a circular kernel of 50 lm radius
(to eliminate isolated small regions) and by dilation with a
circular kernel of 20 lm radius (to further smooth region
edges). The result is a refined segmentation (EZ band defect
segmentation, labeled as 6 in Fig. A1) where the regions of EZ
band defects can be identified.

IPL þ NFL Defect Segmentation

The process followed for the automated segmentation of IPLþ
NFL defect regions is outlined in Figure A2. The topographic
IPLþNFL thickness maps (labeled as 1 in Fig. A2) were used in
two separate processes. Regions of thinning, as compared to
healthy cases, were determined in a similar manner as done for
the EZ thickness maps—this time comparing to a threshold
determined by the average�2 SD IPLþNFL thickness observed
in the controls (labeled as 2 in Fig. A2). Additionally, regions of
relative thinning within the topographic map were outlined by

selecting those regions with values in the lower 5% of a
Gaussian distribution fitted to the values recorded in the map
(labeled as 3 in Fig. A2). Regions marked both as substantially
thinner than the controls and within the map constitute the
segmentation of the IPLþNFL defects (labeled as 4 in Fig. A2).

Feature Correlation With VA After Surgery
Considering All Longitudinal Data

Figure A3 shows the values of the features (horizontal axes)
that presented significant correlation with the measured
corresponding logMAR VA (vertical axes) considering all
postsurgical clinic visits. The corresponding correlation
coefficient values are also indicated in the figure.

Feature Correlation With VA After Surgery
Considering All Longitudinal Data

Figure A4 shows the values of the features (horizontal axes)
that presented significant correlation with corresponding
logMAR VA (vertical axes) considering a single measurement
per patient at a scan acquired at the time of best VA in the
range between 6 and 12 months after surgery. The corre-
sponding correlation coefficient values are also indicated in the
figure.

FIGURE A2. Diagram of the process employed in the IPL þ NFL defect segmentation.
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FIGURE A3. Features values (horizontal axes) that showed significant correlation with the corresponding logMAR VA (vertical axes) after
considering all patient clinic visits. The corresponding correlation coefficient values are indicated in a box on the top right corner of each graph.
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FIGURE A4. Feature values (horizontal axes) that showed significant correlation with the corresponding logMAR VA (vertical axes) considering a
singular exam for each patient, with the best VA acquired between 6 and 12 months after surgery. The corresponding correlation coefficient values
are indicated in a box on the bottom right corner of each graph.
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